Greeter's "More options" window is almost empty

11/15/2016 03:15 PM - intrigeri

**Status:** Resolved  
**Priority:** High  
**Assignee:** intrigeri  
**Category:**  
**Target version:** Tails_3.0  
**Feature Branch:** greeter:bugfix/11919-fix-more-options  
**Type of work:** Code  
**Blueprint:**  

**Description**

... since we've bumped the APT snapshots on feature/freeze today.

**Associated revisions**

Revision c4b85531 - 11/16/2016 10:31 AM - intrigeri
Enable the bugfix-11919-fix-more-options APT overlay (refs: #11919).

Revision aff82666 - 11/16/2016 05:26 PM - intrigeri
Merge branch 'bugfix/11919-fix-more-options' into devel (Closes: #11919)

**History**

#1 - 11/15/2016 07:34 PM - intrigeri
Off course the new Greeter is not affected (confirmed that).

#2 - 11/16/2016 09:49 AM - intrigeri
- Assignee changed from intrigeri to alant

#3 - 11/16/2016 10:25 AM - alant
- Assignee changed from alant to intrigeri
- % Done changed from 0 to 50
- QA Check set to Ready for QA
- Feature Branch set to greeter:bugfix/11919-fix-more-options

This bug is fixed in bugfix/11919-fix-more-options, which I tested by installing a package containing the fix in a stretch iso.

#4 - 11/16/2016 10:37 AM - intrigeri
- Status changed from Confirmed to In Progress
- % Done changed from 50 to 60

Merging into feature/stretch, will wait for automated test results before I merge into devel as well.

#5 - 11/16/2016 05:27 PM - intrigeri
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 60 to 100

Applied in changeset aff8266652a06a94a2d56e0c65d9f7b51fa37ad.

05/15/2020
#6 - 11/16/2016 05:27 PM - intrigeri
- QA Check changed from Ready for QA to Pass

#7 - 04/15/2020 06:02 AM - intrigeri
- Affected tool changed from Greeter to Welcome Screen